
 
 
Devkota’s “Apology”: Individual Condition vs. State Policy  
 

Apart from the highly acclaimed works in Nepali language, Laxmi Prasad Devkota has several 
English writings to his credit. These writings fall into three major categories. The first are his 
original writings consisting of such poetic works as Shakuntala, Bapu and Other Sonnets and 
“The Brook,” and essays like “An Apology for the Child-Eater,” “Pulling down the Higher Leg,” 
“The Necessity of a Strongly Organized Writers’ Union for Nepal,” “The Electric Bulb,” and 
“Chicken Broth.”  The second category comprises such works as “The Lunatic,” “The Donkey 
Speaks,” and  “To a Beautiful Prostitute,” which have been translated by the poet himself. In the 
third category are his translations of other contemporary poets. Some important works in this line 
are Lekh Nath Paudel’s “The Parrot in the Cage” (“Pinjarako Suga”) and Madhav Ghimire’s 
“April” (“Bashakh”) and “Annapurna.”  
 
The present paper samples Devkota’s essay “An Apology for the Child Eater” as one of the most 
candid expressions on social issues. The purpose here is to explicate how the essay shows a 
conflict between individual human condition and state policy, and how the conflict serves as an 
important rhetorical tool for social criticism. To begin with, Devkota builds this conflict on the 
question of legal sanction against the “cannibal parents,” who are “bandied from Patan to 
Kathmandu about law courts for the determination of the correct place for trial” (1).1 More 
specifically, he establishes the conflict through two important lines of argument. First, he 
sympathizes with the “cannibal parents” and justifies their act of cannibalism at the same time 
attributing this act to the irresponsibility of the state. Second, he declares the state guilty of the 
offense of compelling individuals to commit crimes, and even calls for a heavy penalty against it.     
 
The essay has three parts, each contributing to the development of the conflict. The first part sets 
the scene for the main issue: the trial against the “cannibal parents.” Devkota brings forth the 
issue with two interconnected narratives. The first narrative portrays a spectacle in which the 
“Mongoloid faced” couple are being taken to the “correct place for trial” by the “police dwarfs” 
as if they were “a pair of human brutes in fastening ropes,” and the “jeering, jostling, 
scandalized” and “unthinking” public are watching the whole scene with “indignant curiosity” 
(1). The second follows as Devkota’s inference of the roots of the act of cannibalism committed 
by the accused couple. Devkota says that they “mated together . . . in utter innocence” and gave 
birth to a child in complete ignorance of the nature of responsibilities involved in parenting (1). 
The essayist’s first critical remark on the state’s negligence comes in this part itself: “Who told 
them that procreation entailed the heaviest of human responsibilities?” (1). This rhetorical 
question implies that the state has not properly educated its citizens about their individual and 
social responsibilities, and that the “innocence” and ignorance, added to the extreme of hunger 
and despair, has been the main cause of the crime. This part therefore anticipates the essayist’s 
principal assertion that individual crimes stem from the state’s failure to ensure proper living 
condition.  
 
The second part contains Devkota’s personal judgments of the circumstances in which the poor 
parents must have commited the crime. Devkota writes that the “handicapped paupers” were 
already “paralysed by the unbearability of the burden and the inhumanity of the social whip” (2). 
The “mother spirit,” he adds, had killed her son “in a temper of fury” because she was “irritable 

                                                 
1 This and all other citations from Devkota’s essay have page references from  the M. Phil. Course Packet: “A 
Survey of Nepali Literature in English.”  Unit II.  IACER.   
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and dehumanized” having been without a morsel for a week (2). At this point he foregrounds the 
concept that individual actions can be justified under such conditions as enforced 
impoverishment and starvation.  He warrants this notion with a revelation of his own personal 
experience of the “intensity of famishing flames” in the Nepalese severe winters when one feels 
like eating one’s own kind (2).  Here he maintains that hunger is not unnatural, but the state, 
when it neglects the “animal claims” (2) of a starved individual, is to blame for the outcomes of 
the starvation.  
 
The third part highlights the actual conflict between the individual actions and the state policy. 
Here Devkota admits that the mother cannot be justified for killing her son so far as the “moral 
code of human actions” (2) is concerned. However, he contends that such action should be 
judged “in terms of social atmosphere and the spirit of social and political organisations” (3). 
Here he calls for the consideration of actual social and political grounds of certain offenses 
before undertaking any formal legal action against an individual offender. The essayist’s voice 
becomes vehemently critical against the state at this point. He presents the main rhetoric with a 
more powerful question: “Can you doom human beings to famished wolfdom in your society or 
your state and expect normal standards of moral behaviour with them?” (3). He further explicates 
the state’s failure to ensure grounds for common sustenance and well-being, and hence deems it 
ineligible to exercise any formal legal action upon individuals. The conflict comes in full shape 
when he challenges the state and its legal authorities:  “If you do not feel guilty of that act of 
cannibalism, as a spectator of the brutes [the cannibal couple], you have absolutely no right to sit 
in judgment . . .” (3). And the conflict becomes even more strident when he calls for “a heavy 
fine and a severe penalty upon the state as a whole, rather than on the individual” (3).  At this 
point the essay becomes a call for necessary reformations in the functions of the state. Devkota 
appears genuinely concerned with the plight of people who are often squeezed between extreme 
poverty and ineffective state authority.  
 
The conflict functions as a significant rhetorical tool in the essay. It mainly foregrounds the 
notion of social injustice as an outcome of ineffective state policy.  This kind of policy actually 
entails the state’s responsibility for “maintenance or creation of living conditions that are 
conducive to human welfare” (“Social Policy”), which is the fulfilment of basic needs like food, 
shelter, health, education and social security.  The state’s indifference to public welfare and the 
subsequent impoverishment and starvation of citizens actually leads to social injustice.  For 
Devkota,  the condition of individuals driven to “famished wolfdom” by the “measure of 
dehumanisation”  practiced by the state’s “politicians” and “social pillars”(3) is the actual 
condition of social injustice in Nepal. His argument in this point echoes Jean Jacques Rousseau’s 
view of “inequality,” which results from the “superfluities” of “the privileged few” while “the 
starving  multitude are in want of the bare necessities of life” (116). Thus, Devkota stands in 
opposition with the state castigating its failure to implement social policy correctly.   
 
Furthermore, Devkota questions the viability of legal sanction against individuals who are 
already suffering injustice in impoverishment due to the failure of state policy.  He finds the state 
“reflected in the child eating parent” (4), and “guilty of the act of cannibalism,” therefore not 
morally fit for any action against the individual who “receives his share of the pressure from 
above [the state itself]” (3).  Questioning thus the feasibility of prosecuting the accused couple, 
he appears to reflect George P. Fletcher’s assertion that “punishment makes little sense unless 
those who are punished are indeed responsible for the wrongs that trigger a punitive action” 
(519).  Devkota here indicates the need to rationally analyse the grounds of accusation before 
passing unfair penalties upon citizens -- an advocacy of making legal procedures more realistic 
and inclusive of alternative possibilities. With his notion on the precedence of general welfare, 
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Devkota stands in favour of the practice of natural law. Natural law theory’s basic assumption is 
that human law is “conceptually connected with the moral values like justice and the common 
good” (Spaak 469).  Devkota’s concerns for justice and welfare clearly reflect this notion. 
Besides, natural law also acknowledges the existence of “higher law,” which governs all the 
human laws so as to safeguard general welfare. Devkota has actually reflected this notion in 
“The Highest Law,” one of his sonnets on Mahatma Gandhi: “The highest law is not the penal 
law” (34.1). Here he maintains that a state mainly has its foundations upon the questions of 
“universal welfare” (34.7), wherein real justice comes when “Conscience goes a crystal with no 
flaw” (34.2), but not through the working of “a human tongue” (34.9).   
 
Devkota’s position in “An Apology. . .,”  is that of a humanitarian lawyer, and in a way it reflects 
his knowledge of law and legal proceedings. As such, the essay depicts his unrest at the 
sufferings of common people in the custody of an unsuccessful state. The real strength of the 
intended conflict lies in how he indicates a number of faultlines in the state mechanism. First, the 
state keeps its citizens starved. Second, it does not educate them. Third, it allows them to commit 
crime in desperation. Fourth, it arrests them in the name of legal action, makes a show of their 
ill-fate and exposes them to public indignation. In all these cases, it appears indifferent and 
irresponsible about the welfare of the citizens. Devkota’s concern, however, is not the acquittal 
of the “cannibal parents” in particular, but of the overall reformation in the state apparatus, such 
reformation that would naturally prevent individuals from committing crimes. His advocacy in 
the position of a lawyer underscores sympathy and justice for the poor accused (common 
citizens) against the negligent and irresponsible accuser (the state). 
 
For Devkota, the most essential role as a writer is to “maintain a high degree of candour in the 
expression of [his] personal observations and expressions of opinion” (“Pulling Down” 5), and to 
“exert” against all the “present day evils and limitations” (“Necessity” 18). Without such 
candour and exertion, he would find himself “unworthy of democracy” (“Electric Bulb” 22).  
The present essay no doubt exemplifies the same Devkotian mode of authorial responsibility, the 
same extent of candour in favour of general welfare against the social ills within an inefficient 
state. One finds such candour equally evident in the poems “The Lunatic,” “The Donkey Speaks” 
and “To a Beautiful Prostitute.” So, as a writer, he presents himself as a social critic, a master of 
invectives, in favor of human dignity against dehumanizing elements like ignorance, starvation 
and public neglect. In “An Apology . . . ,” he has brought forth a voice of alarm through the 
portrayal of conflict between individual human condition and ineffective state policy, the voice 
that urges the state to work for a social system where life of dignity gets greater value.  
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